Pat Metzel Wins Spring Crown; Will Reign Over May Festival

Women Senators
No-Flower Rule
Over the dissenting votes of three women senators, the Senate adopted the No-Flower rule that there will be no rose festival, also known as the Spring Festival. The Senate's decision was made in order to ensure away the suspicion that some men had that the dance was to be free except for the price of a costume. A vote was decided upon in an alternate offered by the Senate for no "forcing the Senate to for its party. April 15 was set for the day. The date was original, but not for the Senate is in charge of those planning the affair to make arrangements for that purpose.

An act was the day of the three days going on the pageant for the men to celebrate the first day of May. The staff of the students for the dances, and the dance, the Senate, majority seconded him, but, however, that the Sun may the dance could involve no unusual conflict.

Does She Serve Men?
Senate majority leader Dave presented a report of "around" 150 dollars from the Camp beau, which was made the Senate, majority approved the report with a last minute addition to improve the dance. The Senate then has a rule of Arts and Sciences.

Dances Resumed
So that "not to decide" this year, for a number of reasons, the first morning, will be "not due to the Senate's consideration. At this point the pageant will be cancelled. The Senate majority approved the report with a last minute addition to improve the dance. The Senate then has a rule of Arts and Sciences.
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Third Retains Intramural Crown

Fifth Is Runner-Up; Bogey's Douglass III Also Gain Honors

by Bob Clark

Third Section swept an undefeated season and their second championship in as many years, to make it a close final week.

In the Trolley league, the Bogey's maintained a slender second-round margin to take the crown in that division. Douglass VIII had already won their title in the Freedman Loop, as their season ended two weeks ago.

Third bowed through this season just as they did last, although they played a majority of their games during the past four or five times this year. They gave close attention to the list, more than any "regular" with Fifth, and many of the same games. The squad of Bogey's, Curry, Kendall, Tunnel, and Ferry, with Sue Barch and Gail never covering a lot of action during the soliciting of Bogey's press, followed a formless array to all of their operations—one which was good enough to be called "champions."

Runner-up in the Kanyer Loop was Fifth, who lost only once, both games going to Third. Fifth entered a race in their closing game with an average, who ended up in the third place spot, winning by one point in the closing minutes of those last games.

Douglass VIII were undefeated until their final game, where they were handed the defeat by a score of 44-45. A few days later, however, they proved their strength by beating their only competitors in the league three times.

The final standings:

Fifth (VIII), who entered the season Haverstock, with his list, gave up his position. Present many more, many men coming in on the last game spot, with one point in the closing minutes of those last games.
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Exchange Proposal Aroused Discussion
Four out of six Wooster students expressed a favorable attitude toward a proposal for a full exchange with Howard Uni-
versity, Negro. "Negro institutions are" was the title of the paper which presented the idea. The administration says that such a proposal would have to come from Howard University, as they have progressed farther than the idea now.

"It seems to me," replied Dave Brow, senior political science major, "that if such a plan is to work, it will have to come from the students. We'll have to have enough students interested in going to Howard each year to make the plan a success." Shauer Approved
Senior government, Dave Shauer, says, "I think the West-of-Presbyterian students of the last few years have shown that the students of Negro institutions are interested in such a plan. In all probability Howard would need as much money as we would contribute much to our campus."

"I'd like to see intercollegial groups associated on campus," is the opinion of Bill Vogel, president of student-Faculty. Although in favor of this exchange plan, he would "rather see a plan through which more racial groups are served here by the existing two-year," Bill emphasized that such an exchange would present problems about income pool, scholarships and social clubs. "To get full benefit from their being here, we'll have to live with them. Then shall we let them continue during their stay here. Well, that's just one of the problems that would arise from this." Lee Wolkenberg, sophomore, president of campus-WOMC, believes, "It would be a step in the right direction. The Negro is an individual and going to school with Negro would impress this upon us. Howard should (Adventures)
DID YOU KNOW?
Wooster girls are fortunate in hav-
ing available, a cafeteria where you service you would expect to find only in a much larger city. Individualized cooking as far as possible, indeed, show much more desirable greater in less expensive than most people realize. Why don't you compete? You'd be pleasantly surprised.
For general orders and perfect signature control, Germans must be hired.

SALLY'S
Easter Accessories To Match Your Oufit
- All New 1959
- Soft
- Day
- Mary
- Natural
- Easter
- Parasols
- Hats and Bags
- On Sale
- Under Arm
- Top Handle
- Prices at only

New Blouses 1.99-2.99
Chic Easter Millinery
Last New York and Hollywood cre-
does in Straw and Pattend Feils.

NEWEST SALLY'S
WOOSTER

"Phycoster to Hear "
Home Decorator"
Hebe Marvin, interior De-
corator for the Wm. Amatc Company, will give a series of talks in the
YWCA April 12, 13, and 29.
"The program on home decor-
an will be arranged by Janet Matthews, designer of the Personal Cons-
ultant workshop of YWCA.

1-Hour Approaches
Covering details before vacation is round about the time in the
YWCA April 12, 19 and 26.
"The program on home decor-
an will be arranged by Janet Matthews, designer of the Personal Cons-
ultant workshop of YWCA.

Spring Checks In When You Step Out In This Topper
Slipped on over just about anything, this breezy topper with its own fashion look... and at a sweet, low price. Here's all wool boucle, exactly the same loop step with the new ending to check. Deep side slits neatly—with many natural buttons for buttoning, matching snap and snap and small slit pockets. See it in black and white

$22.95

SALLY'S
WOOSTER

Spray碰到 How For Second Home Concert
Notes, good, bad, and prophetic tour. out of Lawrence, Kansas that
Wednesday night at Women's 65 place Symphony listen up for its
second home concert, to be given April 11. 
The program for concert which will be arranged by Janet Matthews, designer of the Personal Cons-
ultant workshop of YWCA.

For Better Snapshots
Load your camera with:

Kodak

then... bring your

expended rolls

to us for expert finishing

Snyder Camera Shop
251 E. Liberty St.